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Abstract
Posters are a “drawn to the eye” visual tool that can be part of many lesson
plans and activities (e.g. as an advance organizer, as a common reference content, a
resumption material, a cross thematic material, etc.), fitting students’ educational
needs, maximizing the success of educational objectives. The structure of the posters
presented here, combines images, text, mathematics and sketches and had been
created to support students in Science at Secondary Special Education (Greece).
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Introduction
In Special Education the use of visual/graphic aid is something in common. There
are a plethora of educational objectives that can be succeed using visual/graphic aid.
Here (Picture 1) is a paradigm for how someone can wash his/her hands, a social story
(Picture 2) for educating child with autism, and finally some Makaton signs examples
(Picture 3).
Picture 1. Hands wash sequence from http://www.visualaidsforlearning.com/
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Picture 2. A social story for educating children with autism spectrum disorder (DSM-5), from
http://autismsupportnow.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/copingwithfeelings.pdf

Picture 3. (black-white) “I”, “take”, “give”, “drink” from http://logo-center.gr/site/?p=581 and
(yellow-blue) “women/girls WC”, “wash hands” from http://eeeek.ser.sch.gr/events/aytismos.htm

Teaching in Special Education is a demanding task. We must take into account
each students special education needs (SEN). As a teacher at Inclusion Classes (Junior
High School / Gymnasium) and at Secondary Special Vocational Schools, I faced the
necessity of creating an educational material that can “been drawn to the eye” and
“flexible” – in meaning of adding content and personalizing fitting students’ SEN.
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Posters are such a tool. It is also a visual tool that can “give readers a spark of
excitement and results in a new level of understanding” (Steele 2010). Posters can be
easily accessed in internet and can be extended (e.g. adding “patches”). The structure of
the posters presented here, combines images, text, mathematics and sketches. A poster
can be a part of many lesson plans and functions, for example, as an advance organizer,
as a common reference content, a resumption material, a cross thematic material, etc.
By placing those posters around in the classroom, helps students to remember
(memory), to transfer knowledge from one subject to another and on their
metacognitive skills (metamemory), to control/check their knowledge (Zohar 2012) and
– if the students are appearing in the poster – there is a positive effect on their
selfesteem. In my educational practices, except of the National Curriculum & guides for
teaching students with SEN, I integrate hands-on & low-cost material activities,
information and communications technologies (ICTs), inquiry base science teaching
(IBSE) and the International Bureau of Education’s (IBE) principles (Rosenshine 2010,
Staver 2006, Vosniadou 2001, Walberg 2000).

Posters as a part of a Lesson Plan - The examples
“The most important part of understanding data is identifying the question that
you want to answer”. (Fry, 2008). My posters, listed below, were created also talking in
account a) my students’ SEN (“reducing Irrelevant data, reducing “noise” (Steele 2010)),
b) the teaching plan context (educational objective, ICT, IBSE, outdoor activities, etc.)
and c) interaction (the seven stages of creating an information visualization: acquire,
parse, filter, mine, represent, refine and interact. (Fry, 2008). The posters are available
in Greek and in English [see http://4myfiles.wordpress.com/].
The Eiconophysics posters (Picture 4 & 5) are used according to a suggested
(constructivistic) educational intervention (a 3 didactical hours teaching plan) on Heat
and Temperature, for a student with SEN (Νεράντζης 2006). The structure of entropy’s
posters (Picture 4) is very simple and the scope was to activate the student, to add
material on them in order to construct his own knowledge. Blue is for the “colder”
object and the “warmer” objects are reddish. For the Greek version of the poster below
(Picture 5), I took advantage of the Greek pronunciation system and I used the toned
letters (red circles) to add a “visual reminder” for «Θερμότητα» ([θermótita], Heat) and
«Θερμοκρασία» ([θermokrasía], Heat). For the English version I place the “visual
reminder” at each word’s first letter. These ideas came to me from Dora Mαvrommati’s
Eiconographic method on educating pupils with dyslexia (Μαυρομμάτη 1995). Finally,
the “keeping track on activities” poster is to function as a visual map on activities
(experiments).
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Picture 4. Eiconophysics on entropy and also on fusion and nucleus

Picture 5. Posters on heat & temperature
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Picture 6. Posters on low-cost experiments

Since 2009 I systematically implement and incorporated hands-on activities with
low-cost materials (Κουμαράς 2002, Νεράντζης 2013, Valadares 2006). Here you can see
(left) 2009’s and (right) 2013’s Experiments with low-cost materials posters (Picture 6).
The 2009’s activities are (CW from top left): battery made of lemons open inquiry), optic
phenomena with laser open inquiry) and a simple electromagnetic generator open
inquiry). The 2013’s activities are (CW from top left): battery made of lemons (open
inquiry), cracking a soda can with atmospheric pressure (demonstration), (baking) soda
+ vinegar fire-extinguish (demonstration), a balloon-rocket (open inquiry) and optical
phenomena with laser (open inquiry). The 2009’s poster was printed and given to every
student of my inclusion class. The 2013’s poster was printed and placed at my School
(Nerantzis 2013) along with energy & field posters.
The Energy’s poster (Picture 7) is, perhaps, the most popular one. I integrated in
many teaching plans – on flow (Pathway 2013 – 3rd Panhellenic prize for educated
teachers IBSE via “EKFE”), on Electricity (GoLab 2014 – 1st prize on Teacher’s contest for
Greece) – and there is also a “stared” PhET lesson plan integrating this poster (PhET
2013). As you can see there are five colored “areas” in the poster: a) white – on the core
concept(s), b) orange – on energy’s two mechanisms (work & heat), c) green – on
energy forms,d) purple – on storage and e) brown – on Energy chains (Tiberghien 1996).
In Field’s poster (Picture 8) you can see an one line definition of the field and the physical
quantities potential & intensity. Ypu can see also the recent “patch” for Higgs
interaction (Nerantzis 2013) and the analogy Higgs field ~ Snow field (from The New
York Times website – look at the following shortened URL: http://goo.gl/m4wtLZ) As
the Energy poster it fits to a lot of didactic proposals.
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Picture 7. Posters on energy

Picture 8. Posters on field & interactions and the recent “patch” for Higgs interaction
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A cross thematic poster is also that of Waves & Oscillations (Picture 9). As the
Energy poster it fits to a lot of didactic proposals (Pathway 2013 – 3rd Panhellenic prize
for educated teachers IBSE via “EKFE”). The two didactic proposals: a) A didactic
proposal to introduce the concepts of "energy flow", "wave", “oscillation" and
"disorder" in Science (for General & Special Education) “with” Energy, Field & Wave
posters and b) A didactic proposal for DC circuits in Science (for General & Special
Education) “with” the Analogy DC Circuit ~ Traffic Road (Picture 13) are also uploaded at
the Greek Ministry’s of Education & Religions affairs official site of education material:
e-yliko.gr. After the visit to Serres' Meteorological/Weather Station (28.III.2013) I made
the two EMY outdoor activity posters (Picture 10) in order for student to recall their
outdoor activities and what we have seen. As a part of a teaching plan about pressure,
was the construction of a Manometer (Picture 11) with low-cost materials. The teaching
plan was a total of three didactical hours: 1st didactic hour: Introduction to pressure
(notes & P/C), 2nd didactic hour: manometer, 3rd didactic hour: PhET simulation
(pressure to other planets) [http://4myfiles.wordpress.com/2014/03/02/didaktikhparembash-1-piesh/]
In early March of 2014 we received an invitation, of Ms Ε. Kiprioti
(Ellinogermaniki Agogi, Research & Development Department), to participate in
«Experiment of Eratosthenes» (http://eratosthenes.ea.gr/en/content/activity) in the
context of Inspiring Science Project. So we did! Seven (7), A class, students of the 4th
(Junior High) Gymnasium of Stavroupoli (Thessaloniki), under my guidance, calculated
the circumference of the Earth at the spring equinox (March 21st). For this outdoor
experiment we used "simple materials": two desks, a wooden 1 m ruler, string, tape
measure , protractor, bubble level , a mobile and of course ... hats for sun protection!
On the two desks we placed vertically (using the bubble level) the, 100 cm length,
wooden ruler. We took (five) 5 measurements of the shadow’s length. With a string we
visualized the trajectory of a solar beam and we measured the angle with a protractor
(φ=40.5o) and with a smartphone’s application (φ=40.6 o). Afterwards, in the classroom using our worksheet - we calculated the average of the shadow’s measurements (86.765
cm), we kept "as best" the φ=40.6 o value and we proceeded to the calculation of Earth’s
circumference. Our estimation: 40,076 km (versus 40,048 km). After that I made those
posters Eratosthenes 2014 (Picture 12). The enthusiastic comments of student’s
classmates was also a positive “impact” of this posters.
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Picture 9. Posters on

Picture 10. Posters on “EMY” outdoor activities

Picture 11. Posters on
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Picture 12. Posters on Eratosthenes 2014 activity

The previous year, in my inclusion class, I managed to successfully teach the
structure & function of a simple DC circuit using this analogy Analogy on Electric Circuits,
for a student with Asperger’s. [GoLab: http://4myfiles.wordpress.com/2014/04/26/golab/] (Picture 13). The poster is part of a three didactical hour teaching plan “A didactic
proposal for DC circuits in Science (for General and Special Education)”: 1st didactical
hour is on Guided science inquiry, Electricity Lab (online GoLAb app), Experiments with
low-cost materials, CIRCUIT’s POLYGON &Energy Circuits, the 2nd didactical hour is on
Open inquiry &Experiments with low-cost materials and 3rd didactical hour is on Guided
science inquiry & Analogies
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Picture 13. Posters on

Finally, in a multilingual ILS teaching plan for Experimental (with open inquiry
with & low-cost materials) on the simultaneous freefall of two different bodies from the
same height (for General & Special Education) I created the Falling objects experiment
posters (Picture 14). I integrated the following two posters in the context of the
European project Illuminating Science Education and for EKFE Aegaleo’s 8th National
Competition Experiments.
Picture 14. Posters on
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Conclusion
In order to teach Science effectively, I create posters with educational benefits
including students’ personal didactic objectives and also students’ self-esteem. Posters
are suitable to teach core scientific ideas and a great tool for deep scientific
understanding integrating cross thematic objectives. Moreover though posters we can
activate our students to plan, to implement and evaluate a lesson.
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